OPTICS
MEPRO O2
The Ultimate Red Dot sight with Multi-pattern Reticle

Multi-pattern reticle with full adaptive capabilities to all tactical scenarios
Automatic brightness control (built in light sensor)
Red or green reticles
Compatible with NVG & with magnifier scope
No light signature
Compact, lightweight ergonomic design
Non reflective large display optic window
MIL-STD qualified
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The Ultimate Red Dot sight with Multi-pattern Reticle

The Mepro O2 offers the users a breakthrough and significant tactical advantage using, multi-pattern
reticle with full adaptive capabilities to all tactical scenarios, all-weather/light conditions and different
ammunition (for example, quick transition between 300blk super and subsonic or 5.56 caliber ballistic
compensation for 100m, 200m and 300m ranges).
The Mepro O2 MIL-SPEC design offers defense, law enforcement and HLS forces, a vast range of capabilities
that deliver mission flexibility and target precision – all of which contributes to mission success.
The Mepro O2 is optimized for the modern weapon platforms. Its short-length and lightweight design
addresses the need for co-mounting several tactical devices on the today’s weapon rail (e.g. – magnifier,
laser pointer, NVGs etc.),
Mepro O2 is equipped with a light sensor and automatic brightness control system enabling clear visibility
of the aiming pattern in any lighting conditions. It has an integral motion sensor and configurable sleep
time of 4-8 hours for extended operation time.

Technical Specifications & Features

Weight (gr.)

< 285 gr.

Dimensions (L x W x H)

73 x 56 x 68 mm

Window Size

25x20

Field of View (FOV)

Unlimited

Aiming Point diameter [MOA]

2 MOA

Aiming Point Patterns

Multi-pattern Reticle (up to 4 preset patterns such as Dot, Bullseye, 200m, 300m

Click size [MOA]

0.5

Zeroing Knobs

2 (Elevation, Deviation)

Reticle Brightness

8 Day + 4 Night + Automatic Brightness

Battery Type

CR123

Weapon Adaptor

Picatinny Rail Quick Release

MIL-SPEC

MIL-STD 810G

Please Note:
* Specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice
** Due to restrictions and regulations in certain countries some products may not be available for sale in your country
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